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Overview
The Department of Economics warmly welcomes visiting students who are attending Trinity College for the academic year or for a term. This booklet outlines module choices and general procedures for students visiting the department. Choices vary depending on the category of student, and students should only register for modules listed under their appropriate category: either ‘Full Year Students’, ‘Michaelmas term (1st Semester) only students’ or ‘Hilary Term (2nd Semester) only students’. We advise students to take particular note of the “B” at the end of Michaelmas term codes and the “C” at the end of Hilary term codes when completing registration forms.

Visiting Student Module Outlines
All visiting student module outlines are listed here: http://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/visiting-students/VisitingStudentModuleOutlines.php

Programme Structure
Visiting students are expected to fulfill the same module requirements, in terms of coursework and exams, as Trinity students. In particular, full-year and Hilary Term (2nd Semester) only visiting students are expected to sit summer examinations. These examinations generally last until the end of May.

Visiting students here for Michaelmas Term (1st Semester) only will not be expected to sit the summer examinations. The assessments for their modules will be outlined on the module descriptions and at www.my.tcd.ie and typically include a combination of tests, assignments and projects.

Visiting Student Economics Timetable
Once your module registration is complete your timetable will appear on www.my.tcd.ie. You can also find the Economics module timetable here: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/timetable/.

Once you have selected your modules, you should email econsec@tcd.ie to request details of your tutorial groups.

Contacts
Course Coordinator
Professor Eleanor Denny (ecnvisit@tcd.ie) is our visiting student coordinator, see http://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/visiting-students/ for details. Professor Denny will discuss module options with visiting students and sign the module choice forms during her office hours on Mondays from 10-12 in Room 3030 of the Arts Building. In week one of Michaelmas (first) term, a meeting will be organized by faculty from Business, Economics, Political Science, Sociology and Philosophy, where coordinators will sign registration forms. Full-year and Michaelmas-term visitors are expected to attend this meeting. If you miss the meeting, or are here for Hilary (second) term only, please visit Professor Denny during her regular office hours.

Course Administrator
The Department of Economics Office is located in Room 3014 of the Arts Building (see http://www.tcd.ie/Maps/ for a College map). The office is open from 9:00 am – 1:00pm and from 2:00pm – 5:00pm daily. The Executive Officer for Undergraduate and Visiting Students, can be reached by email at econsec@tcd.ie, by phone at 896 1043 or by dropping into the office.
Full-Year Students\(^1\)

**Junior Freshman (1\(^{st}\) Year) Modules**

**EC1040 – Introduction to Economic Policy**
- Module Code: EC1040
- Module Name: Introduction to Economic Policy
- ECTS Weighting: 10
- Module Content & Assessment: [https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/jf/intro-economic-policy/](https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/jf/intro-economic-policy/)

**Senior Freshman (2\(^{nd}\) Year) Modules**

**EC2010 – Intermediate Economics**
- Module Code: EC2010
- Module Name: Intermediate Economics
- ECTS Weighting: 10
- Module Content & Assessment: [https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/intermediate/](https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/intermediate/)

**EC2020 – The Economy of Ireland**
- Module Code: EC2020
- Module Name: Intermediate Economics
- ECTS Weighting: 10
- Module Content & Assessment: [https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/economy-ireland/](https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/economy-ireland/)

**EC2040 – Mathematical and Statistical Methods**
- Module Code: EC2040
- Module Name: Mathematical and Statistical Methods
- ECTS Weighting: 10

---

\(^1\) Note: Full-year students are not permitted to take modules from the MT and HT only lists.
Junior Sophister (3rd Year) Modules

EC3010 – Economic Analysis

Module Code: EC3010
Module Name: Economic Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/economic-analysis/

EC3021 – Money and Banking

Module Code: EC3021
Module Name: Money and Banking
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/money-banking/

EC3030 – European Economy

Module Code: EC3030
Module Name: European Economy
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/euro-economy/

EC3040 – Economics of Less Developed Countries

Module Code: EC3040
Module Name: Economics of Less Developed Countries
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/less-developed-countries/

EC3050 – Investment Analysis

Module Code: EC3050
Module Name: Investment Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/investment-analysis/

EC3060 – Economics of Policy Issues

Module Code: EC3060
Module Name: Economics of Policy Issues
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/policy-issues/
EC3071 - Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy

Module Code: EC3071
Module Name: Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/industrial/

EC3080 – Mathematical Economics

Module Code: EC3080
Module Name: Mathematical Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/mathematical/

EC3090 – Econometrics

Module Code: EC3090
Module Name: Econometrics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/econometrics/
Senior Sophister (4th Year) Modules

EC4010 – Economic Theory
Module Code: EC4010
Module Name: Economic Theory
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/economic-theory/

EC4020 – World Economy
Module Code: EC4020
Module Name: World Economy
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/world-economy/

EC4041 – Development Economics
Module Code: EC4041
Module Name: Development Economics
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/development-economics.php

EC4051 – Economics of Financial Markets
Module Code: EC4051
Module Name: Economics of Financial Markets
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:

EC4090 – Quantitative Methods
Module Code: EC4090
Module Name: Quantitative Methods
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/quantitative-methods/
EC4100 – International Economics

Module Code: EC4100
Module Name: International Economics
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/international/

EC4120 – Economic and Legal Aspects of Competition Policy

Module Code: EC4120
Module Name: Economic and Legal Aspects of Competition Policy
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/competition-policy/

EC4150 – Applied Economics

Module Code: EC4150
Module Name: Applied Economics
ECTS Weighting: 15
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/applied-economics/
Michaelmas Term (First Semester) only students

Junior Freshman (1st Year) Modules

EC104B – Introduction to Economic Policy

Module Code: EC104B
Module Name: Introduction to Economic Policy
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

Senior Freshman (2nd Year) Modules

EC201B – Intermediate Economics (Micro)

Module Code: EC201B
Module Name: Intermediate Economics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC202B – The Economy of Ireland

Module Code: EC202B
Module Name: The Economy of Ireland
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC204B – Mathematical and Statistical Methods

Module Code: EC204B
Module Name: Mathematical and Statistical Methods
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
Junior Sophister (3rd Year) Modules

EC301B – Economic Analysis
Module Code: EC301B
Module Name: Economic Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/economic-analysis/partb.php

EC302B – Money and Banking
Module Code: EC302B
Module Name: Money and Banking
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/money-banking/partb.php

EC303B – European Economy
Module Code: EC303B
Module Name: European Economy
ECTS Weighting: 5

EC304B – Economics of Less Developed Countries
Module Code: EC304B
Module Name: Economics of Less Developed Countries
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/less-developed-countries/partb.php

EC305B – Investment Analysis
Module Code: EC305B
Module Name: Investment Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/investment-analysis/partb.php
EC306B – Economics of Policy Issues

Module Code: EC306B
Module Name: Economics of Policy Issues
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC307B - Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy

Module Code: EC307B
Module Name: Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC308B – Mathematical Economics

Module Code: EC308B
Module Name: Mathematical Economics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC309B – Econometrics

Module Code: EC309B
Module Name: Econometrics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/econometrics/partb.php
Senior Sophister (4th Year) Modules

EC401B – Economic Theory

Module Code: EC401B
Module Name: Economic Theory
ECTS Weighting: 10

EC402B – World Economy

Module Code: EC402B
Module Name: World Economy
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/world-economy/partb.php

EC404B – Development Economics

Module Code: EC404B
Module Name: Development Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/development-economics/partb.php

EC405B – Economics of Financial Markets

Module Code: EC405B
Module Name: Economics of Financial Markets
ECTS Weighting: 10

EC409B – Quantitative Methods

Module Code: EC409B
Module Name: Quantitative Methods
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/quantitative-methods/partb.php
EC410B – International Economics

Module Code: EC410B
Module Name: International Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/international/partb.php

EC412B – Economic and Legal Aspects of Competition Policy

Module Code: EC412B
Module Name: Economic and Legal Aspects of Competition Policy
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:

EC415B – Applied Economics

Module Code: EC415B
Module Name: Applied Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/applied-economics/partb.php
Hilary Term (Second Semester) only students

Junior Freshman (1st Year) Modules

EC104C – Introduction to Economic Policy

Module Code: EC104C
Module Name: Introduction to Economic Policy
ECTS Weighting: 5

Senior Freshman (2nd Year) Modules

EC201C – Intermediate Economics (Macro)

Module Code: EC201C
Module Name: Intermediate Economics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/intermediate/partc.php

EC202C – The Economy of Ireland

Module Code: EC202C
Module Name: The Economy of Ireland
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment: https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/sf/economy-ireland/partc.php

EC204C – Mathematical and Statistical Methods

Module Code: EC204C
Module Name: Mathematical and Statistical Methods
ECTS Weighting: 5
Junior Sophister (3rd Year) Modules

EC301C – Economic Analysis
Module Code: EC301C
Module Name: Economic Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC302C – Money and Banking
Module Code: EC302C
Module Name: Money and Banking
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/money-banking/partc.php

EC303C – European Economy
Module Code: EC303C
Module Name: European Economy
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC304C – Economics of Less Developed Countries
Module Code: EC304C
Module Name: Economics of Less Developed Countries
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/less-developed-countries/partc.php

EC305C – Investment Analysis
Module Code: EC305C
Module Name: Investment Analysis
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/investment-analysis/partc.php
EC306C – Economics of Policy Issues
Module Code: EC306C
Module Name: Economics of Policy Issues
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:

EC307C - Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy
Module Code: EC307C
Module Name: Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/industrial/partc.php

EC308C – Mathematical Economics
Module Code: EC308C
Module Name: Mathematical Economics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/mathemathical/partc.php

EC309C – Econometrics
Module Code: EC309C
Module Name: Econometrics
ECTS Weighting: 5
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/js/econometrics/partc.php
Senior Sophister (4th Year) Modules

EC401C – Economic Theory
Module Code: EC401C
Module Name: Economic Theory
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:

EC402C – World Economy
Module Code: EC402C
Module Name: World Economy
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/world-economy/partc.php

EC404C – Development Economics
Module Code: EC404C
Module Name: Development Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/development-economics/partc.php

EC405C – Economics of Financial Markets
Module Code: EC405C
Module Name: Economics of Financial Markets
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:

EC409C – Quantitative Methods
Module Code: EC409C
Module Name: Quantitative Methods
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/quantitative-methods/partc.php
EC410C – International Economics

Module Code: EC410C
Module Name: International Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/international/partc.php

EC415C – Applied Economics

Module Code: EC415C
Module Name: Applied Economics
ECTS Weighting: 10
Module Content & Assessment:
https://www.tcd.ie/Economics/undergraduate/ss/applied-economics/partc.php